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The euroPean lab –
a PlaTform for culTural 
InnovaTIon
The third edition of the European Lab platform, which is dedicated to 
cultural innovators in Europe and worldwide, will take place from the 7th to 
12th may 2013 at the Hotel de Ville and the Opera House in Lyon.

This five-day forum runs concurrently with the Nuits Sonores festival. It aims 
to connect cultural, political, economic and media actors who are working 
on innovative, independent projects and philosophies in institutional 
mechanisms and who strive to reform entrepreneurial models and cultural 
politics in Europe.

The European Lab was launched in 2011 with the help of the European 
Union (through the 1.3.6. program which supports European festivals). It is 
not designed to be a network in itself, but rather aims to act as a European 
think tank and a hub to welcome and unite other initiatives and networks.

A number of panels, conferences and workshops will contribute to the 
understanding of the notion of innovation in culture through the four 
cardinal points of the European Lab – culture, economy, politics and the 
media. These four points are interconnected and are undergoing profound 
changes.

The key to this arrangement is innovation and the capacity to 
simultaneously reinvent our cultural policies and our perception of cultural 
entrepreneurship. This is a key issue for Europe and even more so for its 
big cities that would like to consider themselves territories for creation and 
innovation.

It is within this environment of accelerated change and development that 
the European Lab hopes to present its third edition with the drive to unite a 
deeply European generation aware of the impact of cultural globalisation 
and the digital revolution. A generation who believes that culture is the key 
to reinforcing European citizenship. A generation eager to reinvent cultural 
models for the future to meet the cultural demands of the early 21st century 
such as transversality, new techniques and practices, the decrease of social 
and territorial disparities, and above all, the inequality in the distribution of 
cultural resources.

Vincent carry

conTenTS
04 - main sites 
05 - The programme in a flash
06 - The main themes
08 - New modules and content
09 - A social space for networking
10 - Guest of honour
11 - The 40 first guests 
17 - Day 1 / wednesday 8 may
18 - Day 2 / Thursday 9 may
20 - Day 3 / Friday 10 may
22 - Day 4 / Saturday 11 may
24 - Networks and Round Tables
25 - workshops and carte blanche for 
Partizan
26 - Pass pro
27 - European Lab Partners 
28 - Arty Farty
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The maIn SITeS of nuITS SonoreS anD 
The PlaTform euroPean lab

hÔTel De vIlle
The Hôtel de Ville has been especially allocated as the venue for the European Lab to 
welcome the whole professional program of the Lab and the Village in keeping with 
cultural innovation. The Hôtel de Ville will act as a crucial centre for professionals, the 
public and the media.

la galerIe DeS TerreauX
Located just in the front of the Village, the Galerie des Terreaux will be the welcome 
area but also the information point and the main tickets sale point for all the festival-
goers.

leS SubSISTanceS
Nuits sonores will once again be making use of the first-rate venue Les Subsistances, 
perfect for day events like NS Days, carte Blanche to Brussels and mini sonore. This 
internationally renowned location, a real symbol of the historic heritage of Lyon and 
“a lab for artistic creation”, provides the perfect setting for welcoming artists and the 
public during the Nuits Sonores festival.

leS ancIenneS uSIneS broSSeTTe
For the second year running, Nuits sonores will be hosting events at Les Anciennes 
Usines Brossette with a new layout. This former family business (set up in 1840) 
specialized in the transformation and distribution of metal products. This year, it is the 
venue for the festival’s three main Nights
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The Programme In a flaSh

WeDneSDay 08

ThInK euroPe !

rounD TableS
. UER 
. EUNIc
. H/F Rhône-Alpes
. De concert! 
. Réseaux de 
  festivals 
10Am / 12Pm

conference 1
2.30Pm / 4Pm

 

conference 2
4.30Pm / 6Pm

InauguraTIon
6Pm / 7Pm

cafÉ lIbÉ
6.30Pm / 8Pm

ThurSDay 9

culTural enTer-
PrISeS anD 
creaTIve cITIeS 

WorKShoP
Fund Dating
10Am / 12Am

InSPIraTIon
Graphic design
& music
1.30Pm / 2.30Pm

conference 3
2.30Pm / 4Pm

SToryTellIng
Labels
2.30Pm /4Pm

ToolboX
4Pm / 5Pm

conference 4
4.30Pm / 6Pm

feSTIvalS
Newcomers
5Pm / 6Pm

cafÉ lIbÉ
6.30Pm / 8Pm

cocKTaIl 
creaTIve TIme
6.30Pm / 8Pm

frIDay 10

muSIc & buSI-
neSS: The horI-
Zon afTer The 
cyclone

WorKShoP
Finetunes
Innovators
10Am / 12Am

InSPIraTIon
clip & music
1.30Pm / 2.30Pm

conference 5
2.30Pm / 4Pm

SToryTellIng
Brand media
2.30Pm /4Pm

ToolboX
4Pm / 5Pm

conference 6
4.30Pm / 6Pm

feSTIvalS
Focus Norway
5Pm / 6Pm

cafÉ lIbÉ
6.30Pm / 8Pm

carTe blanche 
for ParTIZan
8Pm / 9.30Pm

SaTurDay 11

DISconnecTIon: 
PolITIcS anD 
culTural 
InSTITuTIonS 
In The DIgITal 
revoluTIon

gueST of 
honour 
11Am / 12.30 Pm

InSPIraTIon
music & cinema
1.30Pm / 2.30Pm

conference 7
2.30Pm / 4Pm

SToryTellIng
Festivals
2.30Pm /4Pm

ToolboX
4Pm / 5Pm

conference 8
4.30Pm / 6Pm

feSTIvalS
Outstanding festivals
5Pm / 6Pm

cafÉ lIbÉ
6.30Pm / 8Pm

TueSDay 07

Day DeDIcaTeD 
To rounD 
TableS & 
WorKShoPS

euroPean 
broaDcaSTIng 
unIon: euro-
SonIc
10Am / 5Pm

lab STraTegIc 
councIl mee-
TIng 
2Pm / 4Pm
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euroPean lab : 
maIn ThemeS

The European Lab platform is a space for sharing 
dedicated to innovative participants in European 
culture. To open the 2013 edition of the Lab, we 
must not forget the fundamental principles of its 
philosophy – the will to unite a deeply European 
generation who wish to reinvent cultural models 
for the future and who believe that culture is the 
key to reinforcing European citizenship.

WeDneSDay 8 may / Theme 1 ThurSDay 9 may / Theme 2

ThInK euroPe !

The four cardinal points of the European Lab 
are culture, economy, politics and the media. 
Each of the four points is connected to the three 
others. These connecting links are undergoing 
profound changes. The key to this arrangement 
is innovation and the capacity to simultaneously 
reinvent our cultural policies and our perception 
of cultural entrepreneurship. This is a key issue 
for Europe and even more so for its big cities that 
would like to consider themselves territories for 
creation and innovation.

culTural 
enTerPrISeS anD 
creaTIve cITIeS
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euroPean lab : 
maIn ThemeS

It is rare for an industrial sector to undergo a 
revolution as fast and violent as what we’ve 
seen with cDs since the beginning of the 2000s. 
The page has been turned with technological 
revolutions, new practices, conservatisms, artist 
compensation, the closing down of a number 
of leading businesses, diversification and new 
methods of distribution. what lies on the horizon 
in the wake of such a cyclone?

DISconnecTIon: 
PolITIcS anD 
culTural 
InSTITuTIonS In The 
DIgITal revoluTIon

frIDay 10 may / Theme 3 SaTurDay 11 may / Theme 4

As they are mostly vertical and oriented towards 
major institutions, can cultural policies sufficiently 
respond to the demands of the 21st century? 
Transversality, innovation, youth, the decrease 
of social and territorial disparities, the inequality 
of wealth distribution, decentralisation, new 
uses and practices, and the invention of future 
European cultural politics are all to be considered. 
How should we deal with strategies for creative 
innovation in other continents, particularly 
concerning the American vision?

muSIc & buSIneSS: 
The horIZon afTer 
The cyclone
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euroPean lab : 
neW moDuleS & conTenT

InSPIraTIon
As part of the new modules of the 2013 European Lab, the Inspiration 
series hopes to encourage creative tandems working in the various 
domains in contemporary creation. Through these tandems, we can 
examine the links between music and graphic design, musical artists 
and clip makers, musicians and film directors to reveal the complicity 
that can unite two artists from different universes.

SToryTellIng
One of the modules to be launched at this year’s Lab is the 
“Storytelling” series. This series will give a voice to the pioneers of 
artistic and cultural projects. Those involved often have little funding 
and rely on the strength of their passion and commitment for music and 
art to get them through. The series will also allow us to discover the 
extraordinary peaks of these unconventional cultural participants.

feSTIvalS
The festival, which we have built up as the best 
platform for creation and innovation right from 
the early days, will play host to three sessions 
dedicated to our favourite topics. we will present 
a tour of the festival landscape through three 
key perspectives – emerging festivals of the new 
generation, outstanding innovators and a special 
focus on the Norwegian scene.

ToolboX
The Toolbox module will set up enriching 
collaborations between businesses, cultural project 
partners and those in the field of innovative 
technology. Three hour-long sessions will focus on 
the expertise and practices relevant to the Lab’s main 
themes.
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cafÉ lIbÉ
Set up in 2012 with the European Lab, café Libé is 

fast becoming the interactive epicentre of the festival. 
It will open its doors to key players on the scene by 

encouraging debates between professionals, the press 
and the editorial board of the Libération newspaper.  

Eight meetings will take place over four days of the 
European Lab together with artists and some big 

names in politics, science and culture.

lab cruISe !
The Lab team invites you on 

board a cruise along the 
banks of the Saône in the 

universe of international festival 
programmers! Invitation only. In 

partnership with De concert!

meeT & greeT
The European Lab provides some great social events 
to build, develop and improve your international 
professional networks.

lab bruncheS
Everyday at lunchtime the cour Haute at the Hôtel 
de Ville is THE place to be for professionals taking 
part in the Lab and Nuits Sonores. Artists, festival 
directors, media representatives, policymakers 
and experts get together and chat over a delicious 
brunch put together by the team at café cousu. 

lab’S booKShoP
The bookshop Ouvrir l’Oeil will provide a 
selection of works relating to the Lab’s main 
themes and will also play host to a number of 
meetings and readings by some of the Lab’s key 
speakers.

euroPean lab : 
a SocIal SPace for neTWorKIng
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gueST of honour 2013 – 
JoSchKa fIScher

folloWIng on from The 2012 SPecIal 
gueST, Jeremy rIfKIn, The euroPean 
lab haS InvITeD The hISTorIc german 
ecologIST JoSchKa fIScher To The 
oPenIng of The ThIrD eDITIon on 8 may 
2013.

Joschka Fischer is the former Vice-chancellor 
and Foreign minister of the Federal Republic of 
Germany and a great advocate for a federal 
Europe. He will host the inauguration conference 
to open the 2013 Lab. This year, the Lab is firmly 
turned towards Europe, in hope of expanding 
it into a large-scale European and international 
think tank.

Thursday 8 may 2013 / 2.30pm – 4pm / Hôtel de Ville
Invitations reserved to Lab Pass Pro holders and accredited members of the media until 4 April 2013

Requests for public invitations : europeanlab@art-farty.eu 

Joschka Fischer’s career illustrates the 
legitimisation of new ideas brought about by 
a profoundly European generation. He was 
involved in the German student movement 
in 1968 and went on to join the alternative 
movement at the end of the 1970s. This made 
way for the environmental party, Die Grünen 
(The Greens), where he became one of the first 
parliamentarians at the Bundestag in 1983, 
before becoming the official spokesman from 
1994 to 1998. Joschka inaugurated the advent of 
environmentalism in German political life through 
his presence in social-democrat governments in 
Hesse. He became a key figure in the red-green 
coalition that was in power from 1998 to 2005, 
bringing the Greens to the core of Gerhard 
Schroder’s federal German government.

As Germany’s Vice-chancellor and 
Foreign minister, he consolidated the 
Greens’ determination to become “realistic 
environmentalists”, fighting for Germany’s 
participation in military and humanitarian 
interventions in Kosovo and Afghanistan. He 
retired from political life in 2006. Joschka Fischer 
now dedicates his time to diplomacy. He teaches 
International crisis Diplomacy at Princeton 
University near New York, taking inspiration 
from his days at the council on Foreign Relations 
(cFR), an American think tank for foreign policy 
in the United States. In 2007, the European 
council on Foreign Relations (EcFR) was founded 
to promote a truly unified European foreign 
policy. His support of the idea of a federal Europe 
was consolidated by the foundation of the Spinelli 
Group in 2010, creating a network for citizens, 
idea labs, NGOs, academics, writers and 
politicians to work towards a federal Europe.
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The 40 fIrST gueSTS of The lab  

bruno bonnell 
former PreSIDenT anD 

founDer of InfogrameS, manager of 
roboPolIS & PreSIDenT of I-voluTIon / fr 
This engineer from Lyon with a degree in economy, 
started out as a salesman for Thompson at the age 
of 23. In 1983, he created Infogrames, releasing a 
number of best-selling video games such as Alone 
in the Dark and V-Rally. Bruno Bonnell introduced 
the stock exchange ten years later, then followed 
suit with Infonie, a pioneer for Internet service 
providers. He bought back a large number of 
studios including the legendary Atari studios in 
2001. In 2007, Bruno Bonnell left Infogrames to 
focus on domestic robots at Robopolis.

aurÉlIen bellanger 
auThor of la ThÉorIe De l’InformaTIon / fr
with a background in philosophy, Aurélien 
Bellanger based his research on the metaphysics 
of possible worlds. His first novel, La Théorie de 
l’information, explains how a scientific article 
published in 1948 revolutionised the history of 
telecommunications and shook up the world in a 
new era, dubbed the Information Age.

georgeS bermann 
founDer of ParTIZan / fr
Since its launch in 1991, 

Partizan has become a world leader in content 
production of music clips and advertising in 
documentaries, feature films, and cartoons with 
over 1 million views online. 

luca bergamo 
SecreTary general of culTure 
for acTIon euroPe / IT
Luca Bergamo, a specialist in 
NTIcs, along with his company 

Zone Attive and the National Agency for 
Youth, has taken part in some of Italy’s most 
revolutionary cultural initiatives. In 2004, he 
was named the Director-General of the Glocal 
Forum, an international organisation for 
cultural cooperation in collaboration with the 
United Nations. In march 2012, he became 
the Secretary General of the European cultural 
network, Action Europe.

bruno bouTleuX 
general DIrecTor of aDamI / fr

Bruno Boutleux has managed the Fonds d’action 
et d’initiative pour le rock (FAIR) and the centre 
d’information et ressource pour les musiques 
actuelles (IRmA), and now faces up to the 
challenges of digital and global issues since 
becoming the head of the Société civile pour 
l’administration des droits des artistes musiciens 
interprètes (ADAmI) in 2008.

fabrIce brovellI 
vIce-PreSIDenT of beTc & co-
founDer of beTc muSIc / fr

In 1999, the BETc agency released an 
advertisement for Air France, which left a lasting 
impression. Directed by michel Gonfry, Le Passage 
used the chemical Brothers’ track Asleep From 
Day. Brovelli was the man behind this wonderful 
concoction. BETc has since turned to the Internet, 
and has become a beacon worldwide for their 
creativity and originality which has emphasised the 
importance of music in advertising.

gÉrarD collomb 
SenaTor-mayor of lyon & 
PreSIDenT of granD lyon / fr

Gérard collomb, former associate professor of 
classical studies, entered the city council of Lyon 
in 1971 and the National Assembly in 1981. 
Since 1999, he is the senator of the Rhône region. 
After being a figure of the socialist opposition in 
Lyon, he was finally elected mayor in 2001, a 
position he still holds today. He also presided over 
the Eurocities network between 2006 and 2008.

nIcolaS cournoyer  
general DIrecTor & co-

founDer of PIKnIc elecTronIK anD 
IgloofeST / ca
Passionate about electronic music but frustrated 
with its insular nature, Nicolas cournoyer became 
the general director of the Piknic Electronik festival 
in montreal. Keen to maintain this party spirit, 
he launched Igloofest in 2007, a crazy challenge 
mixing electro and icy scenery during the tough 
montreal winter. 
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DavID creuZoT 
founDer of KonbInI / fr
In 2007, David creuzot and Lucie 

Beudet founded Konbini, an “advertainment” 
agency on the Internet. It aims to act as an 
interactive platform to provide exclusive video 
programs for a 15-35 year-old public with the 
support of certain brands.

JÉrÔme DelormaS 
general anD arTISTIc DIrecTor 
of la gaîTÉ lyrIque / fr

Having co-directed the 2007 edition of Nuit 
Blanche in Paris, Jérôme Delormas was named 
the general director of La Gaîté Lyrique in 
December 2007. During his rich career, which 
has taken him to Valence (Lux-Scène), Kyoto (Villa 
Kujuyama) and Bilbao, he has always followed 
technological and artistic evolutions connected to 
the emergence of all things digital, and has led 
artists to invest in these experimental fields.

nIcolaS DemoranD 
DIrecTor of lIbÉraTIon / fr
Nicolas Demorand is an important 

figure in French journalism. He worked for Les 
Inrocks and organised cultural broadcasts on 
public radio, before becoming the manager of the 
daily newspaper Libération in 2011. 

SebaSTIen DevauD aka agorIa 
arTISTS & ProDucer / fr
Agoria has established himself as one of France’s 
most talented DJs and producers. The Lyon local 
is part of the founding team of the Nuits Sonores 
festival and is also the co-founder of the label 
InFiné which discovered Rone, Francesco Tristano, 
Danton and Arandel. 

STÉPhane DISTInguIn 
founDer of fabernovel / fr
Stéphane Distinguin defines himself 

as an “activist for innovation”. In 2003, he founded 
the innovation agency faberNovel where he devised 
new products, services and experiences on behalf 
of big companies. He is also responsible for the 
creation of a number of start-ups such as Digitick, 
af83 and Bureaux à Partager. 

JonaThan galKIn
manager of Dfa recorDS / uS
DFA Records, founded in New York by 
James murphy, Tim Goldsworthy and 
Jonathan Galkin, has been creating 
waves in the dance and party scene 

for more than ten years. They have an impressive 
array of artists on board with punk, electro, 
funk, New wave and disco influences. From 
LcD Soundsystem to The Rapture, the label really 
made its mark on music at the start of the 2000s.

oKe göTTlIch 
DIrecTor of fIneTuneS & 
PreSIDenT of vuT / De

Finetunes, founded in Hamburg in 2003, is a 
pioneer company in creating opportunities for 
independent labels on the digital music market. 
From Germany, Finetunes has developed 
organically worldwide into a marketing and 
distribution company specialised in music videos, 
films, e-books and application development.

alberTo guIJarro 
co-DIrecTor of PrImavera 
SounD / eS

As a young chemistry student, Alberto Guijarro 
quit the lab for the music industry to create 
Producciones Animadas to promote club culture 
in Spain. He has managed the famous Sala 
Apolo jazz and electro club, and in 2001 
created the Primavera Sound Festival. Under his 
management, Primavera became one of Europe’s 
largest music festivals with 280 bands and a 
crowd of over 100,000 people.
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raZZy hammaDI
DePuTy of SeIne-SaInT-DenIS /fr

Razzy Hammadi first got involved in politics at the 
age of 19 in 1998. In 2005, he began to oversee 
the mouvement des jeunes socialistes (mJS), 
before becoming the National Secretary of the 
French Socialist Party, to respond to the attacks of 
the majority. Last year, he was elected the Socialist 

larry harvey 
founDer of burnIng man /  uS
Larry Harvey founded Burning man 
in 1986, the huge music festival that 
takes place every year in the transient 
city of Black Rock city in the middle 

of the Nevada desert. In 2012, over 52,000 
festivalgoers adhered to the philosophy of the ten 
principle that serve as the festivals foundations: 
active participant, giving, ecological responsibility 
etc.

JoaKIm hauglanD  
ProgrammIng DIrecTor of 
by:larm feSTIval / no

Since 2010, Joakim Haugland has been in 
charge of the artistic direction of the by:Larm 
festival (which translates to “the sound of the 
city”). Launched 16 years ago, the nomadic 
festival held a low profile outside of Norway. 
Since 2008, it has settled itself in Oslo, where the 
enthusiastic crowds are willing to brave the -15°c 
temperatures.

STeven hearn 
PreSIDenT of ScInTllo (le 
TroISIème PÔle, gaîTÉ lyrIque, 

crÉaTIS, galerIeS) / fr
Steven Hearn is the manager of Le Troisième 
Pôle, which he founded in 2000. His agency is 
specialised in social and cultural engineering 
and public administrations, and aims to develop 
new approaches to territorial policies. He is also 
the vice-president of the Gaîté Lyrique and the 
manager of the cultural magazine mouvement.  

Sam JefferS        
STraTegIc DIrecTor, blue STaTe 
DIgITal / uK

Blue State Digital was founded in 2004 by 
a group of people passionate about new 
technology. It exploded onto the media scene 
by providing Barack Obama’s online strategy 
during his second campaign for the American 
presidency. Since 2008, Sam Jeffers is the 
strategic director of the British branch of this 
leading social networking agency. 

chrIS KaSKIe 
PreSIDenT of PITchforK / uS

For the past eight years, chris Kaskie has 
managed Pitchfork media, guiding its development 
into one of the world’s most popular and influential 
music publications. with over 500,000 hits per 
day, it has one of the most loyal audiences on the 
web. Today Pitchfork has its own web channel 
(Pitchfork TV) and two festivals in chicago and 
Paris. 

PIerre lafITTe & Jeanne boularT
co-founDerS of baleaPoP / fr 
Baleapop was launched in 2010 

in the Basque country to bring together 
experimental music and visual arts to be 
appreciated in a new light. The festival has 
a range of social, innovative set-ups plus a 
specialised, original program and unexpected art 
installations.

georgeS KÉPÉnÉKIan
DePuTy mayor of lyon for 

culTure, herITage, evenTS anD 

cITIZenS’ rIghTS & DIrecTor of STraTegy anD 

DeveloPmenT of The hÔTel-DIeu / fr

Before becoming the deputy mayor for culture, 
heritage and citizens’ rights in the city of Lyon, 
Georges Képénékian was a doctor and the strategy 
and development director of the Hôtel-Dieu Hospital 
in Lyon. Across these fields, he has supported 
several projects for health, culture and artistic 
creation in and around Lyon.
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Jean-baPTISTe De laubIer aKa Para one
arTIST, ProDucer & DIrecTor / fr
Jean-Baptiste De Laubier, a.k.a. Para One, is a 
multi-faceted artist. He was first discovered as the 
DJ of French rap group TTc, before working on 
his own projects as a producer and composer or 
with his label marble. Para One is now turning to 
cinema, by signing original soundtracks for films 
and making his own first feature film.

hervÉ rIeSen 
DIrecTor of InTernaTIonal affaIrS aT 
raDIo france / fr
Hervé Riesen threw himself into radio in Lyon 
in the 1980s. He has been the programmer at 
France Inter, couleur 3 and the RSR successively 
between 2000 and 2007. In 2008, Hervé 
returned to Le mouv’ as manager. During his 
time there, he established strong links with the 
young Algerian radio program Jil Fm. In 2011, 
he was named the vice-president of the Eurosonic 
network.

laurenT marceau 
DIrecTor of euroSonIc / ch

Based in Geneva, the EBU is the biggest 
professional association of national radio 
broadcasters in the world with 75 active members 
across 56 countries. within this structure, Laurent 
marceau manages Eurosonic, the network 
of public radios for young people, as well as 
Euroradio, the international exchange system for 
digital audio programs.

claeS olSen 
founDer & arTISTIc DIrecTor of 

oyafeSTIvalen / no  
Oyafestivalen was created in 1999 and has 
boomed since its modest start to now reach a 
daily audience of 40,000 people, making it one 
of Norway’s biggest festivals. The line-up includes 
both Norwegian and international acts and there 
is a strong environmental policy, making it a 
pioneer in its field.

Música i
Recerca
Audiovisual

Música i
Recerca
Audiovisual

orIol PaSTor creuS 
DIrecTor of mIra feSTIval / eS
miRA is an independent music and 

visual arts festival held in the Fabra i coats factory 
in Barcelona since 2011. miRA prides itself on 
integrating music and visual creation by stimulating 
the dialogue between artists from both fields. The 
aim of the festival is to engage the audience through 
audiovisual creation, innovation and musical 
production with a strong focus on the local scene.

olIvIer PoIvre D’arvor 
DIrecTor of france culTure / fr
writer and co-founder of the Lion 

theatre company, Olivier Poivre d’Arvor has 
successfully managed a number of cultural 
diplomatic positions in Alexandria, Prague 
and London. with four years as manager of 
culturesFrance under his belt, from its creation in 
2006 until 2010, he is now the manager of France 
culture.

vIncenT reInDerS 
founDer anD heaD of 

communIcaTIon of 22TracKS / nl
In Amsterdam in 2009, Vincent Reinders created 
his project 22tracks, an online jukebox with 
22 weekly playlists of 22 songs updated by 
a network of DJs. Since it was first launched, 
22tracks has received a number of distinctions 
at the midem trade faire and by wired for its 
innovation as a start-up.

vIncenT lagarre
Program manager for The 
euroPean commISSIon / fr

Vincent Lagarre is the former manager of the 
budget office for the ministry of culture and 
communication and has worked in administration 
at Versailles. He now works with the European 
court of Auditors. As of last June, he is in charge 
of the Europe creative program for 2014-2020 
and the European culture capitals program at the 
European commission in Brussels.
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olIvIer Saby 
auThor of PromoTIon ubu roI, 
gallImarD, 2012 / fr
Olivier Saby, former student of the Ecole 
Nationale d’Administration (ENA), published 
Promotion Ubu Roi (Gallimard) in 2012 
which severely criticises the operation of the 
management of this prestigious school and its 
students’ behaviour. 

Jean-Paul rolanD 
general DIrecTor of 

eurocKÉenneS / fr
Jean-Paul Roland is the director of Les 
Eurockéennes of Belfort, which will celebrate its 
25th birthday in 2013. The festival has grown up 
steadily since its creation and received a huge 
crowd of 100,000 people in 2012. Every year, 
the festival plays host to around 75 concerts from 
an impressive range of pop music styles, from 
rock to electro.

mIchael roSen 
marKeTIng manager & 
Programmer for maDeIraDIg/ 

   PT
The island of madeira has played host to 
madeiradig, a festival dedicated to digital art 
established in 2004. Since coming on board 
in 2008, michael Rosen has overhauled the 
madeiradig festival from the communication 
department and the accommodation on offer, 
right through to the line-up itself. Thanks to 
his involvement, madeiradig has become 

PIerre SerafInI 
founDer of aIrfleX lab, clIenT 
& label manager aT fIneTuneS  

 / fr
In Lyon in 2008 Pierre Serafini founded Airflex 
Labs, an electronic music label, which signed a 
number of emerging electro artists. He is also a 
client and label manager at the French office of 
the German marketing and distribution company 
Finetunes since 2012.

PhIlIPPe SIlberZahn 
SPecIalIST In STraTegy, 

enTrePreneurShIP anD InnovaTIon & 
ProfeSSor aT emlyon / fr
Philippe Silberzahn teaches entrepreneurship and 
innovation at EmLYON Business School, and is 
a fellow researcher at the Ecole Polytechnique in 
Paris. As a specialist in strategy, entrepreneurship 
and innovation, his work focuses on how 
organisations manage breaches and situations 
of extreme uncertainty. He has work as an 
entrepreneur and manager for over 20 years.

georgIa TaglIeTTI 
DIrecTor of 
communIcaTIon for The 

Sònar feSTIval / eS
Established in 1994, Sonar is an “International 
festival of advanced music and new media art”, 
which takes place in Barcelona every year in 
June. Since 2002, Sonar has organised over 30 
events across the globe, and exported festivals to 
a range of cities including Sao Paulo, Tokyo and 
Lyon. Georgia Tagllietti has been working to build 
up the Sonar festival in Barcelona for the past 18 
years.  

STÉPhanIe ThomaS  
heaD of euroPean anD 

InTernaTIonal ProJecTS for feDelIma & 
PreSIDenT of The Dma lIve neTWorK / fr 
Stéphanie Thomas oversees the European network 
of modern music professionals, Live DmA. She 
is also in charge of European and international 
projects at the new Fédération des lieux de 
musiques actuelles (FEDELImA) since the merging 
of the two former networks Fédurock and FSJ. 

henrI SImonS 
PreSIDenT of The bruSSelS 
aTomIum / be
Henri Simons is the former leader 

of the Ecolo Party and the ‘Echevin’ of the city 
of Brussels in charge of culture and urbanism 
up to 2006. He has since gone on to become 
the president of the world-famous Atomium in 
Brussels, and is responsible for the renovations 
which transformed the monument into a 
contemporary museum with an eye for the future. 
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2.30Pm / 4Pm : conference 1  
oPenIng conference for The lab

This year, Joschka Fischer is our guest of honour 
and will open the Lab in order to promote the 
importance of the role of innovation, culture and 
today’s youth in building Europe.

Day 1 / WeDneSDay 8 may 
ThInK euroPe !

4.30Pm / 6Pm : conference 2  
creaTIve euroPe: obJecTIve 2020

This conference will focus on presenting the 
philosophy of the European Union’s future cultural 
program for 2014-2020 (creative Europe) to 
those involved in cultural innovation in Europe. 
This new program, proposed by the European 
commission on 23 November 2011, will be 
dedicated to cultural and creative sectors.

maJor conferenceS
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2.30Pm / 4Pm: conference 3 
reInvenTIng culTural enTerPrISe

cultural enterprise is at the heart of the debate 
around globalisation and the digital revolution 
in an ever-changing global context. France is 
revising the features and conservative approaches 
of its public model. Europe is opening up to 
broader horizons.
(In partnership with EM Lyon – Master IDEA)

4.30Pm / 6Pm : conference 4
The role of The culTure of InnovaTIon 
anD culTural InnovaTIon In The 
conSTrucTIon of TomorroW’S cITIeS ?

In light of the environmental, social and territorial 
challenges to be faced in the coming years, a 
number of innovative visions for cities (living labs) 
and prospective studies for smart cities have come 
about for the potential urban governance in 2020 
or 2050. will the policies of tomorrow’s cities 
prioritise humanity and culture? If the hardware 
of city 2.0 is already a work in progress, it 
must be time to consider what the software of 
such new urbanity will be. How can we envision 
and construct smart cities that are connected, 
participative and durable that also highlight the 
creativity of their citizens?

Day 2 / ThurSDay 9 may 
culTural enTerPrISeS anD creaTIve 
cITIeS

maJor conferenceS
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1.30Pm / 2.30Pm : InSPIraTIon 
graPhIc DeSIgn anD muSIc

The relationship between graphic design and 
music is at its strongest thanks to the digital 
revolution. Thanks to the reinvention of music 
clips, new online territory and the explosion of 
stage design and video games, graphic artists 
and musicians now work more closely than ever 
and have become co-constructors of artistic 
projects. The Inspiration series examines this new 
link and promotes the symbolic tandem between 
musicians and graphic designers.

4Pm  / 5Pm : ToolboX 
IncubaTorS of culTural enTerPrISe

As part of the day for cultural enterprise, the 
Toolbox will welcome the incubator of cultural 
enterprises, cREATIS. Situated on the top floor 
of La Gaîté Lyrique, this support mechanism 
for young entrepreneurs in the sector provides 
training, support and financial assistance to 
young project leaders. The enterprises will present 
cREATIS’ resources and devices. The IFcIc 
(Institut pour le Financement du cinema et des 
Industries culturelles), recently commissioned 
by the ministry of culture, will  also present 
its mechanisms for financial assistance for 
members of the sector. This module is aimed at 
professionals.

oTher lab meeTIngS

2.30Pm / 4Pm : SToryTellIng 
labelS

Since the invention of the cD, the label is the 
biggest vehicle of musical histories, identities and 
adventures in the rock, hip hop and electronic 
scenes. Big labels are often linked to cities and 
strong urban artistic scenes and have always 
been marked by figureheads and gurus like Tony 
wilson and Daniel miller who have personalised 
each history and catalogue. The storytelling 
session will bring the adventures of three different 
labels to life through the eyes of their founders 
presented as an epic human and musical 
narration. 

5Pm / 6Pm : feSTIvalS 
neWcomerS

Setting up a new festival is a crazy adventure. 
what makes a team, a group, a local association 
or an international cultural enterprise to create a 
new event? A certain emptiness? A new concept? 
The willpower to set up a festival we’ve never 
been to? How will this new event be perceived 
and will it find its place? Three project leaders 
who set up new festivals come and share their 
hopes and fears of such high-risk operations!
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2.30Pm / 4Pm : conference 5 
DeSIgnerS anD uSerS, The WorlD SInce 
The haDoPI laW

Last December, as part of the Lescure project, the 
minister of culture, Aurélie Filippetti, pointed out 
that “the tools and mechanisms put in place in 
the 1980s (…) have been shaken up by creative 
techniques, digital production and the way the 
digital revolution is transforming the relations 
between designers, users and service providers 
through the Internet”. Launched in the summer of 
2012, this project focusing on the future of the 
Hadopi law (creation and Internet law) amongst 
other things, led 100 hearings between October 
2012 and January 2013. The results will be 
presented in march 2013. The Lab strives to 
face the questions and perspectives of European 
participants in cultural innovation.

Day 3 / frIDay 10 may 
muSIc & buSIneSS: The horIZon afTer 
The cyclone 

4.30Pm / 6Pm : conference 6  
MUSIC PLACEMENT – NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR 
THE REMUNERATION OF MUSIC

Is the placement of music in new areas (such 
as advertising, video games, cinema and the 
Internet) just a fleeting goldmine or a credible 
future for the remuneration of artists? Lying 
somewhere between a mirage and a reality, 
artists, label directors, publishing and music 
placement professionals imagine a flourishing 
economy in the future.

maJor conferenceS
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1.30Pm / 2.30Pm : InSPIraTIon 
clIPS & muSIc

more than thirty years on from the advent of 
music clips on television, the era of streaming has 
totally transformed the artistic and commercial 
power of a domain where the French touch 
became internationally renowned. The Lab has 
invited musicians accompanied by their video-
clip makers to come and talk about their work, 
inspirations and outlook for music clips.

4Pm / 5Pm : ToolboX - fIneTuneS
IS vIDeo a neW form of moneTISable 
InTeracTIve arTWorK? 

Video services have become a major channel for 
promotion. YouTube is now the world’s second 
most used search engine, and its most open 
social network. But video services can also be 
separated from promotion as a source of revenue 
which remains largely neglected by designers and 
content holders. will video eventually become an 
artwork in motion? Are we putting an end to static 
imagery as an illustration of music?

oTher lab meeTIngS

2.30Pm / 4Pm : SToryTellIng 
meDIa branD

when a brand becomes a type of media. Formed 
in Berlin in 1998, the Red Bull music Academy 
(RBmA) is without a doubt the first creative 
initiative by a big public brand for a media 
process dedicated to electronic and independent 
culture. Since then, a number of other platforms 
have been developed by brands, seriously 
modifying the boundaries between culture, 
creation and marking and transforming the view 
of the public and cultural participants regarding 
marketing strategies. On this other side of the 
prism, new influential media, particularly in the 
music world (the biggest one being Pitchfork), 
are developing brand universes themselves. 
The Storytelling session will share the origin, 
philosophy and strategies of three most influential 
media brands in the world since 2010.

5Pm / 6Pm : feSTIval 
focuS norWay 

Focus Norway will give pride of place to three 
unique festivals and two cultural ambassadors 
striving to promote Nordic artistic creation 
in order to explain the Scandinavian cultural 
exception through their approach to the music 
industry. This meeting will also be a great 
opportunity to introduce those who contributed 
to the construction of the Oya Night stage, which 
is the product of a collaboration between the 
two programming teams from Nuits sonores and 
Oyafestivalen.
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2.30Pm / 4Pm : conference 7
french anD euroPean culTural PaTTernS 
– alTernaTIveS To The InSTITuTIonal 
SySTem

French cultural politics, in terms of local 
communities and the State, dedicate an 
overwhelming majority of funding to institutional 
organisations especially in classical disciplines. 
what remains is dedicated to areas of innovation, 
contemporary culture, youth and emergence, 
which is merely symbolic and insignificant (if it 
exists at all) in view of the considerable investment 
made elsewhere.

4.30Pm / 6Pm : conference 8 
euroPe / unITeD STaTeS – croSS-over 
vISIonS on culTural InnovaTIon

This conference aims to follow-up the “create 
today” event organised in Paris in 2010 at the 
Embassy of the United States and the Institut 
Français. The goal was to bring together young 
cultural entrepreneurs from both sides of the 
Atlantic to share their desire to create and assess 
creativity in France and the US. The Lab will 
follow through on these reflections by broadening 
the French approach to a more European 
perspective.

Day 4 / SaTurDay 11 may 
DISconnecTIon: PolITIcS anD culTural 
InSTITuTIonS In The DIgITal revoluTIon
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1.30Pm / 2.30Pm : InSPIraTIon 
muSIc – cInema 

The relationship between cinema and 
independent music is a long tale of love that 
has had a huge influence on people like Jim 
Jarmusch, michel Gondry, Spike Jonze and David 
Lynch. This Inspiration session aims to assist the 
open dialogue between directors and composers 
on the strength of this link and the creation of a 
mutual universe.

4Pm / 5Pm : ToolboX 
DIgITIcK

Today, access control is becoming more and more 
dematerialised, and thus festivals and seeing their 
ticket offices evolve online. Digitick will present 
the innovative mechanisms for a new generation 
ticket office: full web technology, new distribution 
networks and state-of-the-art management 
software.

oTher lab meeTIngS

2.30Pm / 4Pm : SToryTellIng 
feSTIval 

The birth of an idea, perseverance and passion 
are the modest beginnings to institutionalisation. 
The history of a festival is usually one of 
adventure built around the power of its designers’ 
imagination. At this Storytelling session, you can 
hear all about the fantastic journey of festivals 
that have made their mark on the world.

5Pm / 6Pm : feSTIvalS 
ouTSTanDIng feSTIvalS

certain festivals across the world have managed 
to create a unique identity and aesthetic. This 
builds an important bridge between the music and 
the environment and allows space for traditional 
festival constructions. The Lab hopes to highlight 
the artistic value of these distinctive festivals by 
letting them express their uniqueness.
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The lab – a hub for ProfeSSIonal 
neTWorKS
In two years, the European Lab platform has woven and reinforced a strong European network which is 
both qualitative and competent. It is heavily involved in the following networks:

rounD TableS

euroPean unIon naTIonal InSTITuTeS for culTure (eunIc) TueSDay 7 may – 10am / 12Pm
Following on from the various collaborations between Arty Farty and European cultural institutions, the 
European Lab has invited the members of EUNIc to a round table dedicated to the study of objectives, issues 
and future strategies for networks of cultural institutions and their role in the construction of a European 
cultural diplomacy for tomorrow. 

lab STraTegIc councIl meeTIng  TueSDay 7 may – 10am / 12Pm
The European Lab shall adopt a Franco-European Strategic council made up of six members for its third 
edition. The council will be in charge of guiding the international development of the Lab and bringing a new 
perspective to its strategies, content and the issues at hand. Bruno Bonnell will take up the presidency of the 
council. The rest of the positions will be announced shortly. The Strategic council will gather for the first time 
on Tuesday 7 may 2013 as part of this year’s Lab. 

h/f rhone-alPS / genDer equalITy – euroPe In moTIon: Women In The culTural 
SecTor WeDneSDay 8 may – 10am / 12Pm
A round table conference bringing together European political representatives and networks that are fighting 
for professional gender equality in arts and culture will take place as part of the Lab’s inaugural conferences. 
The morning will be dedicated to networks and what initiatives they have put in place in their countries 
to promote equality. H/F will also call on the team from the Europe creative program to reflect on the 
development of an egalitarian European policy.

De concerT! neTWorK WeDneSDay 8 may – 10am / 12Pm
This year, Nuits sonores has joined forces with the international festival federation, De concert!. The European 
Lab will welcome its members over a round table conference dedicated to artistic and musical programming 
issues.

EUROPARE
ISE

euroPean broaDcaSTIng unIon: euroSonIc
TueSDay 7 may & WeDneSDay 8 may 2013 (mornIng only)
In 2013, the European Lab platform is strengthening its European project by playing host to 
the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), the world’s biggest professional association of radio 
broadcasters. The Lab will also invite 40 European public radio stations to participate including BBc, 
RSR, Radio Frans, RTBF, RFI and RNE. Over two days of seminars, the participants will swap ideas on 
subjects as varied as musical programming, the development of new talent, scheduling, multimedia 
and new consumer practices in radio, partnerships and communication.
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carTe blanche for ParTIZan  
Internationally renowned and established right across the globe, this French production company 
(founded in 1986) leads the way in audiovisual creation. Partizan started off specialising in 
video clips, but today the company also produces feature films, short films, webseries, animation, 
documentaries and advertising. Partizan has worked with michel Gondry, Quentin Dupieux, Kim 
chapiron, Antoine Bardou-Jacquet, marc caro and Jan Kounen in their pursuit to develop talent 
now and into the future. The carte Blanche will unfold during the European Lab and Nuits sonores. 
A special première dedicated to video clips will take place at the Opera amphitheatre, Friday 10 
may. It will be preceded by the incredible tale of the Partizan, in the presence of its founder Georges 
Bermann. Partizan will most certainly leave its mark on this year’s festival with visual and sound 
installations and web TV.
frIDay 10 may – 8Pm – amPhIThÉâTre De l’oPera
for more InformaTIon vISIT WWW.euroPeanlab.com

WorKShoPS !
funD DaTIng WITh co-Influence ThurSDay 9 may - 10am / 12Pm
The Lab, in partnership with co-Influence (a member of the Association Française des Fundraisers), 
is putting on a meeting with fundraising experts who will be asked questions about sponsorship and 
private fundraising during this rare opportunity to exchange and discuss such ideas.

le brITISh councIl PrÉSenTe : The InnovaTorS frIDay 10 may - 10am / 1Pm
The British council is putting on a workshop for exchanges amongst professionals from creative 
industries in the UK in the hope of breathing life into new international collaborations. 

ProfeSSIonalISe your label WITh fIneTuneS frIDay 10 may - 5Pm / 6Pm
Presented by Pierre Serafini (finetunes, GmBH, Airflex, Labs) and Vincent Quittard (Finetunes, GmBH, 
22tracks, EDIT). The Finteunes France team invites current or future label managers to get together 
and answer questions about the state of their distribution, and to analyse their needs, strategies and 
perspectives for development. we hope to clarify and explain a range of sometimes tricky subjects for 
you (such as digital, video, vinyl, cD, on-demand and high definition).
Sign up via e-mail with a project description: p.serafini@finetunes.net

creaTIve TImeS 
creative industries (cinema, audiovisual, video games, music, design, fashion, architecture, 
gastronomy, web etc.) are flourishing in Lyon. As part of its policy dedicated to creative industries, 
Lyon has organised creative Times. These events shall unite members of the creative community who 
shape the image, richness and aesthetic of Lyon and its surrounds. This social platform puts on special 
evenings to draw attention to local talent, the emergence of innovative projects and meetings and 
collaborations in a range of sectors and networks. Each creative Time event will take place in another 
Lyon event so as it consolidate the links between creative industries and big cultural events.
ThurSDay 11 may – 10am / 12Pm – hÔTel De vIlle
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PaSS euroPean lab 2013 
Full price 150 euros
Access to the complete programme of the Lab. 

SPecIal offer 
PaSS euroPean lab 
+ PaSS Pro nuITS SonoreS
from 21 february to 04 april 2013 
For any purchase of a European Lab Pass, a Nuits 
sonores pass will be offer (Access to the 3 main 
Nights + Inauguration + Bar pro)

euroPean lab’ PaSS In Sale from 
13.02.21
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euroPean lab’ ParTnerS

maIn ParTnerS

meDIa ParTnerS

This project has been funded with support from the European commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the 

commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

InSTITuTIonnal ParTnerS

The lab ParTnerS

culTural InSTITuTeS
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ambre DuchamP
m. : ambre@arty-farty.eu
T. : +33 (0)6 60 02 81 80

DelPhIne SoKanThong
m. : delphine@arty-farty.eu
T. : +33 (0)6 68 20 94 79

PreSS 
conTacTS

arTy farTy
Arty Farty, founded in Lyon in 1999, is a non-profit organisation. For the past 14 
years, we have strived to promote independent and innovative cultural practices, 
particularly in music, visual arts and graphic design.

In 2003, we created the Nuits Sonores festival which celebrated its tenth anniversary 
in 2012. Since then, we have organised a range of events and activities especially 
within artistic management, event and concert production and cultural engineering.

The Arty Farty team, which this year is made up of 15 full-time staff members, has 
organised over 200 events in Lyon, in France and also in about 20 cities abroad 
including Shanghai, Zurich, Berlin, Barcelona, Yokohama and carthage. we actively 
support the careers of six artists and carry out consultancy and artistic management 
projects for businesses, communities, cultural institutions and other events. we 
have built up a unique set of skills for the integration of cultural projects in an 
urban environment, particularly for the use and diversion of heritage sites and the 
revaluation of industrial wastelands.

In 2011, Arty Farty collaborated with the European Union to create the European Lab 
of Festivals which will be known as the European Lab for cultural Innovation as of 
2013. This recent development reflects Arty Farty’s determination to establish itself as 
a political structure that is tuned in with today’s generations and keen to contribute to 
the creation of cultural models for the future. 
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